
Machine Pitch Rules 2017 

 

This is a stepping stone league and prepares the kids for the next level. Please focus on skills, but 

work with kids to help them understand rules and the flow of the game.  

***First 10 minutes of each game discuss a few rules of the game; the game will follow and be   

 40 minutes in length*** 

 

Rules 

 Strike Outs: 5 strikes and the batter is out, this also counts as an out.   

 Outs: 3 outs and rotate, don’t bat through entire order every at bat. If 3 outs are not 

reached bat through the order and rotate. 

 Fill out batting order prior to game and keep track of who hit last. 

 No score will be kept 

 Batter must wear helmet 

 Game is 40 minutes. This must be adhered to so games remain on schedule. This may 

equate to teams not batting an even number of times.  

 No warm up swinging, only the batter can swing the bat at the plate.  

 No catcher needed in this league, a coach or parent will assist to avoid accidents.  

 Only coaches can pitch the balls through the pitching machine.  

 Players cannot crowd first base, teach players how to place toe on bag.  

 No team treats in this league please. 

Skills 

 Please work with players to understand basic rules in preparation for the next level. 

 Batting skills-stance, swinging bat level, how to hold bat, adjusting to the pitches to hit. 

 If players have a good hit send them to the next base, not just a base at a time.  

 Discuss sliding when appropriate. 

 Outfield: work on positions (what area each fielder can cover, where to throw ball to get 

out the advancing base runner) 

 Catching pop flies (calling out who has the chance to catch the ball) 

 Chance at double plays, help players to understand where to throw the ball after obtaining 

the first out.  

 When to tag players with the ball and on offense when you need to run and when you 

choose to run.  

 Work with players to throw the ball to the pitcher to end the play. 

 

   



  

 


